De Rode Hoed
Keizersgracht 102
1015 CV Amsterdam
T 020 638 56 06
ACCESSIBILITY/ INFORMATION
Public Transport
The Rode Hoed is located in the centre of Amsterdam

Loading and unloading

and approximately a ten minute walk from the Central

For loading and unloading please use the designated

Station. The public transit offers several different

parking space in front of our entrance.

routes to reach us: the second stop from the Central
Station, stop ‘Nieuwezijds Kolk’, with the trams 1, 2, 5,
13 and 17. With the trams 13 and 17 get out at the
stop‘Westermarkt’.

Disabled & hard of hearing

Own Transportation

Only the Oosterhuiszaal (main hall) is accessible with a

Coming from The Hague

Follow

the

A4

in

the

wheelchair. On the ground floor there is a toilet that is

direction

of

Amsterdam.

At Amsterdam A10 take the direction of Zaanstad.
Then take the exit S103 in the direction of Haarlem.
At the end of the exit take a right turn for the
Haarlemmerweg.

Continue

The Rode Hoed owns a boat dock which makes it
accessible by boat or water taxi.

Create a travel plan online: 9292ov.nl



Boat dock

on

this

road

through

Haarlemmerplein, in the direction of the Central
Station.

accessible for disabled people. For people that are hard
of hearing there is an induction loop available
(Ampetronic, Induction driver ILDG).
Parking garages in Amsterdam
There are several parking garages at walking distance
from the Rode Hoed.


Take
At

the

Parking garage

Coming from Utrecht / Amersfoort
A1

Amsterdam

in

the

take

direction

the

Ring

of

Oost

(in the direction of Zaandam). Then take the exit
S114 Artis. At the end of the exit take a left, through
the Piet-Heintunnel in the direction of the Central
Station. After the Piet-Heintunnel take a right, the PietHeinkade. Then follow the road in the direction of
Central Station

Day fare

hour

Amsterdam.

Amsterdam

Cost per

Walking
distance

Q-park de Kolk

€ 6,00

€ 52,00

7 min

P1 Parking Amsterdam

€ 5,00

€ 20,00*

9 min

Wijdesteeg Parking

€ 5,00

€ 30,00

11 min

Parking Centrum

€ 6,00

€12,00**

15-20

Centraal

Oosterdok

min

*Reservation needed for parking spots at €20, - for 24 hours.
** After 5 hours the price is €12, - for 24 hours.

